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Serafina and the Seven Stars - Robert Beatty 2019-07-09
Serafina and Braeden make an epic return in the fourth installment of
Robert Beatty's #1 New York Times best-selling series. Peace and
tranquility have finally returned to Biltmore Estate after hard-won
battles against encroaching darkness. But as time passes without signs of
danger, Serafina finds herself questioning her own purpose. Who is she if
not Biltmore's protector? When deceptively dark and unsettling events
begin to take place at Biltmore, is Serafina merely desperate to once
again play the role of heroine? Or are her home and loved ones in
terrible danger from a strange and sinister force?
Warriors: Dawn of the Clans 3-Book Collection - Erin Hunter
2014-08-26
Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in this thrilling prequel to Erin
Hunter’s #1 nationally bestselling Warriors series This ebook collection
includes the first three books in the Dawn of the Clans prequel series,
and is perfect for the collections of longtime Erin Hunter fans and
readers new to the Warriors world. Long before Firestar came to
ThunderClan, a band of cats from the mountains set off on a dangerous
journey in search of a new home. But in this unfamiliar new world, great
dangers await them….
warriors-dawn-of-the-clans-box-set-volumes-1-to-6

Dawn - Erin Hunter 2015-03-17
For use in schools and libraries only. The questing cats return to a forest
devastated by the Twolegs, where they must find a way to convince their
Clans to leave in search of a new home, even though they have no idea
where they are going. .
Warriors: Dawn of the Clans #3: The First Battle - Erin Hunter
2014-04-08
Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in the third book of this thrilling
prequel arc from mega-bestselling author Erin Hunter. The Dawn of the
Clans series takes readers back to the earliest days of the Clans, when
the cats first settled in the forest and began to forge the Warrior code.
The rivalry between Gray Wing and Clear Sky has driven a bitter wedge
between the forest cats. As Thunder and Gray Wing struggle to find a
peaceful path for the future, tensions are growing. What began as a
misunderstanding between two brothers has spread far and wide—and
now every mountain cat, rogue, and kittypet in the forest will be forced
to pick a side. Dawn of the Clans #3: The First Battle also contains an
exclusive bonus scene and a teaser to Dawn of the Clans #4: The Blazing
Star.
A Forest Divided - Erin Hunter 2016-03-15
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For use in schools and libraries only. Discover the origins of the warrior
Clans in the fifth book of this thrilling Warriors prequel series from #1
nationally bestselling author Erin Hunter. The Dawn of the Clans series
takes readers back to the earliest days of the Clans, when the cats first
settled in the forest and began to forge the warrior code. The spirit-cats
have spoken: to survive, the cats from the mountains must grow and
spread like the Blazing Star. Clear Sky believes the only way to grow is
to band together again, but few cats are willing to ally with him. While
Tall Shadow plans to establish a new camp in the pine forest, River
Ripple is content by the water, and Wind Runner has made her own
home on the moor. The time has now come for all cats to decide where
they will live-and where their allegiances truly lie. Dawn of the Clans #5:
A Forest Divided also contains an exclusive bonus scene and a teaser to
the next Warriors adventure.
Warriors 3-Book Collection with Bonus Material - Erin Hunter
2011-09-20
For generations, four Clans of wild cats have shared the forest according
to the laws laid down by their warrior ancestors. But now the
ThunderClan cats are in grave danger, and sinister ShadowClan grows
stronger every day. Noble warriors are dying—and some deaths are more
mysterious than others. Into the midst of this turmoil comes an ordinary
house cat named Rusty . . . who may turn out to be the bravest warrior of
them all. Enter the world of Warriors with this great introduction to Erin
Hunter’s best-selling series: Warriors #1: Into the Wild, Warriors #2:
Fire and Ice, and Warriors #3: Forest of Secrets. In addition, this bundle
includes bonus materials like trivia, territory maps, sneak peeks at other
Warriors books, and a new short story from Erin Hunter.
Dawn - Octavia E. Butler 1987

became intent on rooting out and exiling cats he claims are traitors to
the warrior code. But some cats know the truth: this isn’t the real
Bramblestar, and their leader’s true spirit is desperate to return to its
rightful place before the rising tension among the five Clans erupts into
outright war. Packed with action and intrigue, this sixth Warriors series
is the perfect introduction for readers new to the Warriors world, while
dedicated fans will be thrilled to discover the new adventures that unfold
after the events of A Vision of Shadows.
Warriors: Dawn of the Clans Box Set: Volumes 1 to 3 - Erin Hunter
2016-03-15
Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in this thrilling Warriors
prequel series from #1 nationally bestselling author Erin Hunter! This
box set—featuring striking new art—includes the first three books in the
Dawn of the Clans prequel series, and is perfect for the collections of
longtime Erin Hunter fans and readers new to the Warriors world. Long
before Firestar came to ThunderClan, a band of cats from the mountains
set off on a dangerous journey in search of a new home. But in this
unfamiliar new world, great dangers await them….
Warriors: Dawn of the Clans #1: The Sun Trail - Erin Hunter 2016-03-15
The first book of a thrilling Warriors prequel series from #1 nationally
bestselling author Erin Hunter—now featuring fierce new art! In the
action-packed Dawn of the Clans arc, discover how the warrior Clans
came to be. Long before Firestar came to ThunderClan, a band of cats
from the mountains set off on a dangerous journey in search of a new
home…. Dawn of the Clans #1: Sun Trail delivers all the epic adventure
and intrigue that Warriors fans have come to expect. This prequel series
is the perfect introduction for new Warriors readers—and will thrill
dedicated Erin Hunter fans! Dawn of the Clans #1: The Sun Trail also
contains an exclusive bonus scene and a teaser to the next Warriors
adventure.
Warriors: Dawn of the Clans Box Set: Volumes 1 to 6 - Erin Hunter
2016-09-20
Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in this thrilling Warriors
prequel series from #1 nationally bestselling author Erin Hunter! This

Warriors: The Broken Code #3: Veil of Shadows - Erin Hunter
2020-04-07
The #1 nationally bestselling Warriors series continues! Discover more
epic adventures in the third book in the action-packed Broken Code story
arc. After losing one of his nine lives, ThunderClan’s leader, Bramblestar,
warriors-dawn-of-the-clans-box-set-volumes-1-to-6
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box set—featuring a striking new look—includes all six books in the
Dawn of the Clans prequel series, and is perfect for the collections of
longtime Erin Hunter fans or readers new to the Warriors world. For
many moons, a tribe of cats has lived near the top of a mountain, where
prey is scarce and the seasons are harsh. A group of brave young cats
sets off in search of a better home… but the dangers of their new world
threaten to divide them. They must find a new way to live side by
side—or risk tearing one another apart.
Shadows of the Clans - Erin Hunter 2016-01-26
In Warriors: Shadows of the Clans, experience three stand-alone
adventures, previously available as individual digital-only titles:
Mapleshade's Vengeance : Before she ever troubled the dreams of
Crookedstar or Tigerclaw, Mapleshade was a warrior of
Warriors: Dawn of the Clans #4: The Blazing Star - Erin Hunter
2016-03-15
Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in the fourth book of this
thrilling Warriors prequel series from #1 nationally bestselling author
Erin Hunter. The Dawn of the Clans series takes readers back to the
earliest days of the Clans, when the cats first settled in the forest and
began to forge the warrior code. The first great battle has ended, and
each group has agreed to a truce. But merely keeping the peace may not
guarantee their survival. When a deadly disease threatens to strike deep
into the heart of both camps, the cats must work together to find the only
thing that can save them—the mysterious Blazing Star…. Dawn of the
Clans #4: The Blazing Star also contains an exclusive bonus scene and a
teaser to the next Warriors adventure.
Warriors: The New Prophecy #5: Twilight - Erin Hunter 2006-08-22
Before there is peace, blood will spill blood... New territory brings new
troubles for the fierce cats of the warrior Clans, who are still uncovering
the secrets of their new home around the lake. Dangers they have never
faced before are lurking in the twilight shadows, and former allies are
acting strangely hostile. As divisions between the Clans grow deeper,
Firestar's daughters face troubling decisions. One is torn between loyalty
to her calling and a forbidden love, while the other struggles with her
warriors-dawn-of-the-clans-box-set-volumes-1-to-6

best friend's betrayal and the surprising perils of the forest. The choices
they make now could affect ThunderClan for generations to come . . . and
with an unexpected enemy preparing to attack, their courage and
strength will be needed more than ever if the Clan is to survive.
Warriors: Dawn of the Clans #2: Thunder Rising - Erin Hunter
2016-03-15
Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in the second book of this
thrilling Warriors prequel series from #1 nationally bestselling author
Erin Hunter—now featuring fierce new art. The Dawn of the Clans series
takes readers back to the earliest days of the Clans, when the cats first
settled in the forest and began to forge the warrior code. The mountain
cats from the Tribe of Rushing Water followed the Sun Trail to a new
territory, convinced that in a land with more prey, their lives would be
free from strife. But while no cat has gone hungry, tensions are rising.
The once firmly united group has split in two—and a young cat named
Thunder is caught in the middle. Dawn of the Clans #2: Thunder Rising
also contains an exclusive bonus scene and a teaser to the next Warriors
adventure.
Survivors: The Gathering Darkness #3: Into the Shadows - Erin
Hunter 2017-02-07
Darkness threatens the Wild Pack in this epic third book in the second
Survivors series! From Erin Hunter, #1 nationally bestselling author of
Warriors, Survivors is full of “wild and wonderful adventure” (Kirkus
Reviews, starred review) that will thrill fans of Spirit Animals and Wings
of Fire. Storm is determined to protect her Pack from any threat—but
how can she protect it from her own Packmates? Some dog is sabotaging
the Pack from within, and suspicion and distrust are tearing the dogs
apart. If they don’t uncover the traitor soon, there will be nothing left for
Storm to protect...
Warriors: Dawn of the Clans #1: The Sun Trail - Erin Hunter 2013-03-05
Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in this thrilling prequel to Erin
Hunter’s #1 nationally bestselling Warriors series The first book in the
Dawn of the Clans series takes readers back to the earliest days of the
Clans, when the cats first settled in the forest and began to forge the
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warrior code. Long before Firestar left his kittypet home to join
ThunderClan, a band of cats from the mountains set off on a dangerous
journey in search of a new home. . . . Dawn of the Clans #1: The Sun
Trail delivers all the epic adventure and thrilling fantasy that Warriors
fans have come to expect. This prequel arc is the perfect introduction for
new Warriors readers—and a long-awaited tale of the origins of the Clans
that will thrill dedicated Erin Hunter fans! Also contains an exclusive
bonus scene!
Warriors: The Untold Stories - Erin Hunter 2013-07-02
Discover who saved Hollyleaf, why Mistystar threatened Mothwing, and
how Cloudstar tried to save SkyClan, as secrets from the Warriors series
are revealed.
Bamboo Kingdom #1: Creatures of the Flood - Erin Hunter
2021-09-28
One kingdom. Three worlds. An all-new series packed with high-stakes
adventures from bestselling Warriors author Erin Hunter, perfect for
fans of Wings of Fire and Endling. The pandas of the Bamboo Kingdom
have never forgotten the great flood that ended the peaceful life they’d
always known. But for three young creatures born that day, the flood
marks not an end, but a beginning—the beginning of their struggles to
find a place in very different worlds. Leaf, raised in the sparse Northern
Forest, works tirelessly to help her family find bamboo to eat; Rain, hottempered, refuses to accept a suspicious new leader in her Southern
Forest community; and Ghost, clumsy and uncoordinated, worries he’ll
never fit in with his hunter family in the mountains. None of them know
that the others are out there, but thanks to a mysterious tiger that’s been
threatening the Kingdom, they will soon find each other—and fulfill a
prophecy that had been made long before they were born. This first book
of a thrilling new animal adventure series from Erin Hunter is sure to
enthrall readers of her other bestselling series. Fans will love having a
new universe to immerse themselves in!
Warriors: Dawn of the Clans #6: Path of Stars - Erin Hunter
2015-09-01
Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in this thrilling prequel to Erin
warriors-dawn-of-the-clans-box-set-volumes-1-to-6

Hunter’s #1 nationally bestselling Warriors series The sixth book in the
Dawn of the Clans series takes readers back to the earliest days of the
Clans, when the cats first settled in the forest and began to forge the
warrior code. After moons of strife, the forest cats have settled into five
camps. But now the dangerous rogue Slash has kidnapped Clear Sky's
mate, Star Flower, and made demands for prey that the cats cannot
afford to meet. Desperate to save Star Flower, Clear Sky must convince
the other groups—led by Tall Shadow, Wind Runner, Thunder, and River
Ripple—to join forces, or their new way of life may not survive. Also
includes a sneak peek at the next Warriors series, A Vision of Shadows!
Warriors - Erin Hunter 2019-08-12
Full of never-before-seen stories, full-color artwork, and captivating
details about the warrior Cat clans, Warriors: The Ultimate Guide is a
must-have addition to any Warriors collection. This gorgeous digital
edition includes: Full-color illustrations and in-depth biographies of
important characters from the series, including all the content from
Warriors: Cats of the Clans Never-before-seen art and detailed
backstories for forty more cats Maps of each territory featured in the
Warriors novels An in-depth look at each of the five warrior Clans This
field guide is a fantastic introduction to the Warriors world for new
readers, and an indispensable resource for longtime fans.
Warriors: Dawn of the Clans #1: The Sun Trail - Erin Hunter
2013-03-05
The first book of a thrilling prequel arc in Erin Hunter's #1 nationally
bestselling Warriors series! In the action-packed Dawn of the Clans arc,
discover how the warrior Clans came to be. Long before Firestar left his
kittypet home to join ThunderClan, a band of cats from the mountains set
off on a dangerous journey in search of a new home. . . . Dawn of the
Clans #1: The Sun Trail delivers all the epic adventure and thrilling
fantasy that Warriors fans have come to expect. This prequel arc is the
perfect introduction for new Warriors readers—and a long-awaited tale
of the origins of the Clans that will thrill dedicated Erin Hunter fans!
Warriors: Dawn of the Clans #2: Thunder Rising - Erin Hunter
2013-11-05
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Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in the second book of this
thrilling prequel arc from mega-bestselling author Erin Hunter. The
Dawn of the Clans series takes readers back to the earliest days of the
Clans, when the cats first settled in the forest and began to forge the
Warrior code. The mountain cats from the Tribe of Rushing Water
followed the Sun Trail to a new territory, convinced that in a land with
more prey, their lives would be free from strife. But while no cat has
gone hungry, tensions are rising. The once firmly united group has split
in two—and a young cat named Thunder is caught in the middle. Dawn of
the Clans #2: Thunder Rising also contains an exclusive bonus scene and
a teaser to Dawn of the Clans #3: The First Battle.
Survivors: The Gathering Darkness #1: A Pack Divided - Erin Hunter
2015-10-13
The first book in an epic new series about the Survivors dogs! From Erin
Hunter, #1 nationally bestselling author of Warriors, Survivors is full of
“wild and wonderful adventure” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review) that
will thrill fans of Spirit Animals and Wings of Fire. For the first time
Storm can remember, she has a place in a Pack, and the world that was
devastated by the Big Growl is finally at peace. But tensions are rising
among the dogs of the Wild Pack—and the greatest danger they face may
come from within.
DAWN (Warriors: The New Prophecy, Book 3) - Erin Hunter 2014-01-16
In the exciting second Warriors story arc, the wild cats of the forest have
lived in peace and harmony for many moons—but new prophecies from
their warrior ancestors speak of a mysterious destiny and grave danger
for the clans. The third of six titles in this thrilling feline fantasy
adventure.
Warriors #1: Into the Wild - Erin Hunter 2015-03-17
Join the legion of fans who have made Erin Hunter’s Warriors series a #1
national bestseller—with new editions featuring a striking new look! Epic
adventures. Fierce warrior cats. A thrilling fantasy world. It all begins
here with Warriors #1: Into the Wild. For generations, four Clans of wild
cats have shared the forest according to the laws laid down by their
ancestors. But the warrior code is threatened, and the ThunderClan cats
warriors-dawn-of-the-clans-box-set-volumes-1-to-6

are in grave danger. The sinister ShadowClan grows stronger every day.
Noble warriors are dying—and some deaths are more mysterious than
others. In the midst of this turmoil appears an ordinary housecat named
Rusty…who may turn out to be the bravest warrior of them all. Supports
the Common Core State Standards
Assassin (Wings of Fire: Winglets #2) - Tui T. Sutherland 2015-09-29
Fans of the New York Times bestselling Wings of Fire series won't want
to miss this all-new story set in the dangerous and thrilling world of
dragons! Before the brightest night, the NightWings were plotting . . .
Deathbringer is ready to be the next assassin for the NightWings. If he
can just convince them to send him along on one mission with his
mother, Quickstrike, he'll prove that he can help the NightWings decide
who wins the war between the dragon tribes of Pyrrhia. But when their
mission takes an unexpected turn, Deathbringer has a terrible choice to
make . . . one that will change his path forever, and perhaps alter the
course of the entire war . . . Discover the New York Times bestselling
Wings of Fire series with this ebook exclusive origin story! Author Tui T.
Sutherland soars further into the world of Pyrrhia's dragons than ever
before! In these brand-new short stories, fans will meet old friends and
new ones, uncover shocking secrets, and learn more about the terrible
challenges that will test all dragonkind!
The Blazing Star - Erin Hunter 2016-03-15
Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in the fourth book of this
thrilling Warriors prequel series from #1 nationally bestselling author
Erin Hunter. The Dawn of the Clans series takes readers back to the
earliest days of the Clans, when the cats first settled in the forest and
began to forge the warrior code. The first great battle has ended, and
each group has agreed to a truce. But merely keeping the peace may not
guarantee their survival. When a deadly disease threatens to strike deep
into the heart of both camps, the cats must work together to find the only
thing that can save them the mysterious Blazing Star . Dawn of the Clans
#4: The Blazing Star also contains an exclusive bonus scene and a teaser
to the next Warriors adventure."
Here Is the Wetland - Madeleine Dunphy 2012-10-24
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…Here is the water both shallow and still that soaks the soil of this
murky, moist world: Here is the wetland. It is known as the wetland.
Atop its glittering surface and below in its shadowy depths, birds, bass,
minks, and muskrats struggle to survive and flourish. Madeleine
Dunphy’s lyrical prose provides a clear understanding of how each living
creature links to the other in a vital chain of life. Artist Wayne
McLoughlin adds a stunning visual perspective with luminously detailed
paintings that convey the fragile beauty and complexity of this
fascinating and critically important ecological community.
The Land of Stories: A Treasury of Classic Fairy Tales - Chris Colfer
2016-10-18
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Chris Colfer comes a
gorgeous, full-color fairy-tale treasury. Dear Reader, you hold in your
hands a very special book that contains more than thirty-five classic fairy
tales and nursery rhymes, plus your very own survival guide to the Land
of Stories. If you notice the pages glowing, followed by an inviting
humming noise, don't be afraid! That is just the book's magic. But
whatever you do, don't lean too far into the book. You never know where
you might end up. Enter the world of fairy tales in this stunning
illustrated gift book that includes more than thirty-five beloved stories
and rhymes retold by #1 New York Times bestselling author Chris
Colfer. This gorgeous, full-color companion book to the Land of Stories
series will appeal to new and old fans alike, who will delight in favorite
classics such as "Cinderella," "Sleeping Beauty," "Little Red Riding
Hood," "Jack and the Beanstalk," and more. Here is the beloved fairy-tale
treasury that Alex and Conner fall into in The Land of Stories: The
Wishing Spell--a beautifully designed addition to the series, and the
magical book that started it all!
J.K. Lasser's Your Income Tax 2022 - J.K. Lasser Institute 2021-12-21
The latest entry in America's #1 all-time, best-selling tax guide J.K.
Lasser's Your Income Tax 2022: For Preparing Your 2021 Tax Return
delivers hands-on and practical advice for everyday taxpayers getting
ready to file their 2021 taxes. On top of info about the latest changes to
the 2021 tax code, you'll get worksheets and forms you can use to file
warriors-dawn-of-the-clans-box-set-volumes-1-to-6

your taxes. You'll also find the most current advice on how to maximize
your deductions and credits and keep as much money in your
pocket—and out of Uncle Sam's—as possible. In the newest edition of
this celebrated series, you'll find: Special features on how to interpret
recent IRS rulings and Tax Court decisions Pointers for how to file
properly and optimum tax planning strategies to help you save money
New information about the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) and the
Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2021 (CAA) Trusted by Americans
across the country for over seventy-five years, J.K. Lasser's Your Income
Tax 2022 is perfect for anyone looking for the latest and most up-to-date
personal tax info before they file their personal taxes.
Warriors: Winds of Change - Erin Hunter 2021-06-01
The warrior cats leap off the page in this full-color graphic novel
adventure—a stand-alone story set in the world of Erin Hunter’s #1
bestselling Warriors series. Forced out of the forest that had been their
home for generations, the four warrior Clans are about to settle into
their new homes around the lake. Some cats see their new beginning as
a chance for the Clans to live together in peace and friendship, but
WindClan’s deputy Mudclaw believes the other Clans cannot be trusted.
And as he prepares to take the ailing Tallstar’s place as leader, he is
determined to do whatever it takes to secure the future of his Clan—no
matter the cost. Set during the events of Warriors: The New Prophecy,
this action-packed, stand-alone adventure is perfect for longtime Erin
Hunter fans and new readers alike.
Warriors: Dawn of the Clans #6: Path of Stars - Erin Hunter
2016-09-06
Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in the sixth and final book of
this thrilling Warriors prequel series from #1 nationally bestselling
author Erin Hunter. The Dawn of the Clans series takes readers back to
the earliest days of the Clans, when the cats first settled in the forest and
began to forge the warrior code. After moons of strife, the forest cats
have settled into five camps. But now the dangerous rogue Slash has
kidnapped Clear Sky's mate, Star Flower, and made demands for prey
that the cats cannot afford to meet. Desperate to save Star Flower, Clear
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Sky must convince the other groups—led by Tall Shadow, Wind Runner,
Thunder, and River Ripple—to join forces, or their new way of life may
not survive. Dawn of the Clans #6: Path of Stars also includes a sneak
peek at the next Warriors series, A Vision of Shadows!
Warriors 6-Book Collection with Bonus Book: Enter the Clans Erin Hunter 2015-03-17
The first story arc in the #1 nationally bestselling epic series is now
available as an ebook collection with striking new art! For generations,
four Clans of wild cats have shared the forest, but now the balance of
power is shifting and sinister perils threaten the peace. Into the midst of
this turmoil comes an ordinary young house cat named Rusty…who may
turn out to be the bravest warrior of them all. Includes: Warriors #1: Into
the Wild Warriors #2: Fire and Ice Warriors #3: Forest of Secrets
Warriors #4: Rising Storm Warriors #5: A Dangerous Path Warriors #6:
The Darkest Hour Warriors: Enter the Clans
Warriors: Enter the Clans - Erin Hunter 2012-06-26
Discover the secrets of Erin Hunter’s #1 bestselling Warriors series.
Enter the world of the warrior Clans… In this two-in-one field guide, get
an indispensable insider’s look at the world of the five warrior cat Clans.
The perfect addition to any Warriors fan’s collection, this paperback
special edition includes two companion books in one volume: Warriors
Field Guide: Secrets of the Clans: Learn about the origin of the Clans,
their history and legends, and the training, traditions, and rituals
involved in the lifelong path of a warrior. Warriors: Code of the Clans:
Discover the origins of the warrior code, which governs how Clan cats
live side by side in times of war and peace, with untold stories from the
Warriors world and beautiful black-and-white illustrations.
Warriors: Dawn of the Clans #3: The First Battle - Erin Hunter
2014-04-08
Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in the third book of this thrilling
prequel arc from mega-bestselling author Erin Hunter. The Dawn of the
Clans series takes readers back to the earliest days of the Clans, when
the cats first settled in the forest and began to forge the Warrior code.
The rivalry between Gray Wing and Clear Sky has driven a bitter wedge
warriors-dawn-of-the-clans-box-set-volumes-1-to-6

between the forest cats. As Thunder and Gray Wing struggle to find a
peaceful path for the future, tensions are growing. What began as a
misunderstanding between two brothers has spread far and wide—and
now every mountain cat, rogue, and kittypet in the forest will be forced
to pick a side. Dawn of the Clans #3: The First Battle also contains an
exclusive bonus scene and a teaser to Dawn of the Clans #4: The Blazing
Star.
Thunder Rising - Erin Hunter
"The cats from the mountains completed their journey and have settled
in the forest at the end of the sun trail. But tensions have reached a
breaking point--and a young cat named Thunder is caught helplessly in
the middle"-Warriors: Power of Three #3: Outcast - Erin Hunter 2009-03-24
There will be three, Kin of you kin.... Who hold the Power of the stars In
their paws. A secret prophecy shapes the lives of Firestar's
grandchildren, but only one of the three knows about it. Jaypaw is
captivated by the power it promises, and he believes the key to that
power may lie buried in the distant past -- with the ancient cats who once
walked these woods and now prowl through his dreams. His search for
answers leads him toward the mountains -- the home of the Tribe of
Rushing Water. Lionpaw and Hollypaw feel drawn to the mountains too,
for different reasons. But the mountains hide secrets as well as answers,
and if the three cats find a way to get there, they may discover more than
they ever expected.
Warriors: The Broken Code #1: Lost Stars - Erin Hunter 2019-04-09
An epic new adventure begins in Erin Hunter’s #1 bestselling Warriors
series! For the first time, all five warrior Clans have settled into their
true homes in the territory around the lake. But when a shockingly harsh
leaf-bare season descends on the forest, a new darkness begins to
spread—a shadow that threatens a beloved Clan leader, the cats’
connection with their ancestors in StarClan, and the very warrior code
they live by. Packed with action and intrigue, the beginning of this sixth
Warriors series is the perfect introduction for readers new to the
Warriors world. And dedicated fans will be thrilled to discover the new
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adventures that unfold after the events of A Vision of Shadows.
Warriors: Dawn of the Clans #5: A Forest Divided - Erin Hunter
2016-03-15
Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in the fifth book of this thrilling
Warriors prequel series from #1 nationally bestselling author Erin
Hunter. The Dawn of the Clans series takes readers back to the earliest
days of the Clans, when the cats first settled in the forest and began to
forge the warrior code. The spirit-cats have spoken: to survive, the cats
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from the mountains must grow and spread like the Blazing Star. Clear
Sky believes the only way to grow is to band together again, but few cats
are willing to ally with him. While Tall Shadow plans to establish a new
camp in the pine forest, River Ripple is content by the water, and Wind
Runner has made her own home on the moor. The time has now come for
all cats to decide where they will live—and where their allegiances truly
lie. Dawn of the Clans #5: A Forest Divided also contains an exclusive
bonus scene and a teaser to the next Warriors adventure.
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